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Saudi Arabia doubles down on accelerating $5 billion investment in Pakistan 





PM Shehbaz, Prince Mohammed bin Salman hold meeting at Al-Safa Palace in Makkah to discuss bilateral issues
















	


'All time high': PSX hits new milestone as KSE-100 crosses 69,000 mark
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Analyst attributes gain to stability on economic front, hopes of new IMF deal and govt's willingness to privatise PIA 




	


After much drama, PTI decides to boycott Senate chairman, deputy chairman elections
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Senate chairman, deputy chairman polls to be unconstitutional if they fail to represent all units of federation, says PTI




	


Remittances surge 31.27% to $2.95 billion in March on Ramadan inflows
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During 9MFY24, remittances went up by 0.9% year-on-year basis to $21bn compared to $20.8bn in 9MFY23




	


Incarcerated PTI President Parvez Elahi 'still sincerely stands with Imran Khan'
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“I am surprised that 25-year-old milk-drinking baby Musa Elahi is contesting election against 78-year-old Parvez Elahi,”...




	


Gaza truce talks see progress as parties agree on basic points
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Israel and Hamas sent teams to Egypt on Sunday for fresh talks on a potential ceasefire in the six-month conflict




	


Estranged PML-N leader Shahid Khaqan Abbasi approaches ECP to launch new political party
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Former premier says he submitted relevant documents to election commission for new political party




	


Under IMF diktat: Govt set to bring gas tariff for CPPs on par with RLNG price from July 1
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Government does not want to further increase the gas tariff for protected and other domestic consumers




	


President Asif Ali Zardari to address joint session of Parliament on April 16
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President summons joint session of Parliament under Articles 54 (1) and 56 (3) of Constitution




	


At least 16 killed in mugging incidents in Karachi during Ramadan
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CM Murad Ali Shah directs the police to boost security and monitoring in Karachi
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Karachi likely to receive rain, thunderstorm during Eid ul Fitr holidays
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Total Solar Eclipse 2024 concludes after sojourn across US, Mexico and Canada
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Eid Chand 2024: Ruet-e-Hilal Committee to meet today for Shawwal moon sighting
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Eid ul Fitr 2024 in Saudi Arabia, UAE, UK, Australia on Wednesday
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A sojourn into Lahore's spiritual sights, sounds in search of self
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WATCH: Rare whale spotted near Gwadar coast for the first time
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COAS Gen Munir hosts Iftar dinner for Pakistan cricket team 
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This iPhone charging hack has left users in disbelief: 'Wait...what?' 
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New findings reveal habitability on Mars 
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Longest living man on Earth in England reveals diet, way of life 
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Total Solar Eclipse: Experts issue new forecast, areas to catch clear view 
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Photos of Apple's upcoming iPhone 16 'leaked' revealing major design changes 
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A sojourn into Lahore's spiritual sights, sounds in search of self 


Nazuk Iftikhar Rao
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The pursuit of uniformity 


Dr Ayesha Razzaque
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A disdain for reality 


Ghazi Salahuddin
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Unsafe streets 


Abdul Sattar
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World Quds Day 


Hossein Amir-Abdollahian
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Combating intimate mental abuse: Story of unseen scars 


Uroosa Jadoon
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Crisis of the courts 


Mazhar Abbas
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NFC: call for fiscal reforms 


Miftah Ismail
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Renowned philanthropist Dr Abdul Bari Khan spends Aik Din Geo Kay Sath
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Veteran actor Faisal Rehman reminisces career trajectory
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Karachi likely to receive rain, thunderstorm during Eid ul Fitr holidays 







	Eid Chand 2024: Ruet-e-Hilal Committee to meet today for Shawwal moon sighting
	Incarcerated PTI President Parvez Elahi 'still sincerely stands with Imran Khan'
	After much drama, PTI decides to boycott Senate chairman, deputy chairman elections
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Total Solar Eclipse 2024 in pictures 







	Missed Total Solar Eclipse 2024? Don't worry, more solar eclipses await you
	Elon Musk has found a new enemy
	Donald Trump unveils latest election move against Joe Biden
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OpenAI's Sam Altman becomes billionaire but still below Elon Musk 







	Remittances surge 31.27% to $2.95 billion in March on Ramadan inflows
	Saudi Arabia doubles down on accelerating $5 billion investment in Pakistan
	'All time high': PSX hits new milestone as KSE-100 crosses 69,000 mark
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COAS Gen Munir hosts Iftar dinner for Pakistan cricket team 







	Cristiano Ronaldo's partner Georgina Rodriguez marks Total Solar Eclipse in style
	Fans flood Georgina Rodriguez's post with cheeky Cristiano Ronaldo GIFs
	PCB chief confirms Usman Khan being considered for national squad
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Prince Harry feels ‘Meghan has the say' in bringing kids to UK 







	Meghan Markle feels ‘guilty' Kate Middleton should ask for apology 
	Prince Harry urged to ‘reunite' with William: ‘Lean on each other'
	Prince Harry misses ‘warm' relationship with Kate Middleton 
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'Nearly 7,000 children die daily in Pakistan amid paediatric surgeons' shortage' 







	Do watermelon seeds help achieve health goals or are they just for spitting?
	What do women need when they're lonely?
	'News about child abuse, street crimes keeps me stressed'
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Minor in England finds 'this', turns out from 1st century Roman era 







	Longest living man on Earth in England reveals diet, way of life
	Catastrophe approaching? Underground shelters up for sale in US
	Meet world's tallest female who faces extraordinary difficulties
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WhatsApp makes sharing photos easier 







	What's next for New York after crazy week with quakes, rain, and Total Solar Eclipse?
	This iPhone charging hack has left users in disbelief: 'Wait...what?'
	Tips to take awesome photos of total solar eclipse 2024
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